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the problem and promise of crazy makers

REMAKE YOUR CRAZY MAKER
a crazy maker is someone who causes
__________ reactions in his or her
relationships that are both more in
___________ and intensity than what
would be considered
.
your Level of Crazy = The
Your ____________

of the Crazy Maker +

We are usually connected to our Crazy Makers
by
,
, or
.
• The controlling _________ who micromanages.
• The ____________________ who constantly drains you.
• The detached ________________ who will not communicate.

• The blaming _______________ who will not take responsibility.
• The ____________ who wants you to rescue them from all the bad guys.
• The spiritualizing ______________ who preaches instead of listening.

• The unpredictable _____________ who is clingy one minute and pushing away
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the next.
The irresponsible ______________ who can’t be depended on.
The deceptive ______________ who turns the truth into white/black lies.
The self-absorbed ____________ who turns everything to herself/himself.
The moody _______________ whose ups and downs control the environment.
The ______________ who causes chaos.
The rageaholic ______________ who has everyone walking on eggshells.
The gossiping _______________ who causes division in the ____________.
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Looks Like

Genesis 2:18 Then the Lord God said, “It is not good for the man to be alone. I will make a helper who is just right for him.”
Proverbs 17:17 A friend is always loyal, and a brother is born to help in time of need.
Proverbs 27:17 As iron sharpens iron, so a friend sharpens a friend.
1st Thessalonians 5:11 So encourage each other and build each other up, just as you are already doing.
Hebrews 10:24 Let us think of ways to motivate one another to acts of love and good works.

What
feeling of

Looks Like

diminishing of
feeling a deficit of
feeling like you’re being pulled to the
demands all your
drains your
Proverbs 13:12 Hope deferred makes the heart sick, but a dream fulfilled is a tree of life.

“I just need to be less

”

Ultimately, what we’re looking for is

relationships

Hosea 11:8 Oh, how can I give you up, Israel? How can I let you go? How can I destroy you like Admah or demolish you like
Zeboiim? My heart is torn within me, and my compassion overflows.

Most people

too soon

You have an
the nature of love is to

in the relationship.

